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Abstract: Zinc oxide nanoparticles (ZnO-NPs) have gained significant interest in the agricultural and
food industry as a means of killing or reducing the activity of microorganisms. The antibacterial
properties of ZnO-NPs may improve food quality, which has a direct impact on human health.
ZnO-NPs are one of the most investigated inorganic nanoparticles and have been used in various
related sectors, with the potential to rapidly gain attention and increase interest in the agriculture
and food industries. In this review, we describe various methods for preparing ZnO-NPs, their
characterizations, modifications, applications, antimicrobial activity, testing procedures, and effects,
including bactericidal and bacteriostatic mechanisms. It is hoped that this review could provide a
better understanding of the preparation and application of ZnO nanoparticles in the field of food and
agriculture, and promote their development to advance the field of food and agriculture.
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1. Introduction

Although Norio Taniguchi, a Japanese scientist, initially developed “nanotechnology”
in 1974, its roots may be found as far back as 1959 [1]. Because of its unique characteristics
and the notable significance of nanoparticles, it has become the most recent, revolutionary,
inventive, and prominent hotspot of study in modern science. Nanoparticles are employed
extensively in the fields of electronics, optics, biomedicine, and materials science. They have
gained unexpected popularity in recent years by offering creative solutions in several scien-
tific fields [2]. Due to the high surface area-to-volume ratio and distinctive physicochemical
properties such as color, dispersion, and thermodynamics, they demonstrate possessions
related to size that are remarkably distinct from bulk materials and have unique properties
in comparison to their macroscale counterparts [3,4]. Advanced uses of nanotechnology are
being made in the field of food science, and it has emerged as a key factor in production,
processing, storage, and quality control of foods [4,5].

Zinc oxide nanoparticles (ZnO-NPs) are one of the metal oxide nanomaterials and
a valuable and versatile inorganic compound due to its unique physical and chemical
characteristics. They possess high chemical stability, a broadened radiation absorption
spectrum, high electrochemical coupling coefficient, and high photostability with the molec-
ular formula ZnO [6]. ZnO-NPs have been widely manufactured and utilized in various
commercial and additive products, including ceramics, cement, plastics, glass, ointments,
lubricants, adhesives, sealants, pigments, batteries, ferrites, fire retardants, cosmetics, and
sunscreens, as well as in foods as a source of zinc nutrient [7,8]. Nanosized ZnO particles
demonstrate significant antibacterial capabilities due to their small size, which can stimu-
late different bactericidal mechanisms once inside the bacterial cell, including the bacterial
surface or bacterial core, generate ROS (reactive oxygen species), release Zn2+, and even be
endocytosed by cells. (Figure 1) [7,9,10].
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Figure 1. Antibacterial mechanism of ZnO-NPs. (ROS formation, Zn2+ release, internalized ZnO-
NPs, and electrostatic interactions.). 

The objective of this review is to provide an overview of the application of ZnO nan-
otechnology in the food industry and agriculture, and to offer food and agriculture scien-
tists a comprehensive perspective on ZnO nanotechnology. This technology enables rapid, 
sensitive, and useful detection for defense against microbial contamination, harmful 
chemicals, and pesticides in food and agriculture. 

2. Structure 
As zinc and oxygen are members of the second and sixth groups of the periodic table, 

respectively, ZnO is a recognized II-VI semiconductor in the field of materials science. The 
ZnO semiconductor has many exceptional and beneficial properties, such as good trans-
parency, antimicrobial agents, high electron mobility, wide bandgap, high thermal and 
mechanical stability at room temperature, and strong room-temperature luminescence. Its 
large bandgap, or 3.37 eV, is on the borderline between ionic and covalent semiconductors 
[6,11]. 

The crystalline of ZnO has a wurtzite (B4) crystal structure, having a hexagonal unit 
cell with two lattice parameters a = 0.325 nm and c = 0.521 nm. With its hexagonal wurtzite 
structure, each anion is surrounded by four cations at the corners of the tetrahedron, 
which displays the tetrahedral coordination and hence exhibits the sp3 covalent bonding. 
The tetrahedral shape of ZnO gives rise to a non-centrosymmetric structure (Figure 2) 
[12,13]. 

 

Figure 1. Antibacterial mechanism of ZnO-NPs. (ROS formation, Zn2+ release, internalized ZnO-NPs,
and electrostatic interactions.).

The objective of this review is to provide an overview of the application of ZnO
nanotechnology in the food industry and agriculture, and to offer food and agriculture
scientists a comprehensive perspective on ZnO nanotechnology. This technology enables
rapid, sensitive, and useful detection for defense against microbial contamination, harmful
chemicals, and pesticides in food and agriculture.

2. Structure

As zinc and oxygen are members of the second and sixth groups of the periodic table,
respectively, ZnO is a recognized II-VI semiconductor in the field of materials science. The ZnO
semiconductor has many exceptional and beneficial properties, such as good transparency,
antimicrobial agents, high electron mobility, wide bandgap, high thermal and mechanical
stability at room temperature, and strong room-temperature luminescence. Its large bandgap,
or 3.37 eV, is on the borderline between ionic and covalent semiconductors [6,11].

The crystalline of ZnO has a wurtzite (B4) crystal structure, having a hexagonal unit
cell with two lattice parameters a = 0.325 nm and c = 0.521 nm. With its hexagonal wurtzite
structure, each anion is surrounded by four cations at the corners of the tetrahedron, which
displays the tetrahedral coordination and hence exhibits the sp3 covalent bonding. The
tetrahedral shape of ZnO gives rise to a non-centrosymmetric structure (Figure 2) [12,13].
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Figure 2. Crystal structure models of ZnO (a) zinc blende (b) wurtzite and (c) rock salt [14].

3. Preparation Method

In this review, we will briefly discuss a few key techniques for preparing and obtaining
ZnO-NPs. By manipulating the synthesis settings, ZnO-NPs might be produced using
a variety of techniques. The preferred application largely determines the method to be
used, as several techniques produce zinc oxide particles with various morphologies and
sizes [15–18]. There are several methods to prepare ZnO-NPs as follows.
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3.1. Conventional Synthesis Methods

Hydrothermal method. This method involves the reaction of precursor chemicals in
an aqueous solution under high pressure and temperature conditions, causing the precursor
chemicals to react and form nanoparticles. Because of its low process temperature, eco-
friendliness, low cost, scalability, use of basic equipment, and simplicity of handling, it
is an effective alternative synthetic technique that has attracted a lot of interest. When
the temperature, duration, and precursor concentration of the hydrothermal process are
altered, the shape and size of the particles can be adjusted. The basic procedure went as
follows: Make zinc acetate (dehydrate) solutions (Zn(CH3COO)2(H2O)2), dissolve NaOH
in wood alcohol, and, while stirring, add to the (CH3COO)2·2H2O solution. Adjust the pH
to between 8 and 11. The collected suspension is then placed in a Teflon-lined stainless
steel autoclave and kept there for 6 to 12 h at 120 ◦C. The resultant compound is cleaned
with water and wood alcohol. The suspension is finally freeze-dried to obtain zinc oxide
nanoparticle powder [19]. In some reports, ZnO-NPs with more uniform particle size and
better dispersion could be obtained by ultrasonic-assisted methods [20].

ZnO-NPs will transform from spherical to rod-shaped if ethanol is used in lieu of water
in the reaction system. This is because of the easy cleavage of the C-O bond of the alcohols,
which takes place on the zinc metal’s surface. The following was a procedure: 10 mL of
ethanol was mixed with 5 mg of Zn metal powder. The reaction mixture was sonically
cranked for 20 min before being placed in an inert stainless steel autoclave. The reaction
mixture was slowly brought to 200 ◦C (2 ◦C/min) and maintained there for 24 to 48 h.
To create a rod-shaped nano-zinc oxide powder, the recovered solution was centrifuged,
cleaned, and then vacuum-dried [21]. Microwave could be used in ZnO-NPs solvothermal
synthesis, and the nanoparticles’ size, ranging from 20 nm to 120 nm, could be collected by
controlling the power of microwave radiation [20,22].

Precipitation method. In this method, a precursor solution of zinc salts is mixed
with a suitable reagent. This could be a base or an acid, under controlled conditions,
resulting in the formation of ZnO nanoparticles. Zinc nitrate and urea might be used as
precursors in chemical processes that produce ZnO-NPs under extreme heat and pressure
in a sealed aqueous solution. The usefulness of the precipitation approach and its distinct
advantages, such as speed, economy, and simplicity, were taken into account. However,
the simultaneous occurrence of nucleation and growth in the ZnO growth process made
it challenging to investigate the process in detail. The following is the basic procedure:
Urea was dissolved in distilled water for 30 min while stirring regularly, and the urea
solution serves as a precipitating agent. After vigorous swirling of the zinc nitrate solution
for two hours at 70 ◦C, the mixed solution finally turned into a whitish cloudy solution.
Furthermore, this white precursor product was centrifuged at 8000 rpm for 10 min and
washed with distilled water to remove any impurities or absorbed unpolymerized ions.
The calcination of the obtained product could be performed at 500 ◦C in air conditions for
3 h using a muffle furnace [23,24].

There was a simpler and costless effective method that did not require a solvent or
calcinations after drying. Different morphologies could be obtained from the growth in
alkaline solutions using NaOH; in addition, this pathway could be scaled up. However,
it required considerable amounts of water. Zinc acetate of aqueous dehydrate dissolved
in 50 mL of distilled water under continued stirring. Then a NaOH solution was added
dropwise to reach pH 12 at room temperature and kept stirring for 2 h. After completion of
the reaction, the harvested white precipitate was washed with a very well and thoroughly
with distilled water and ethanol to remove any remaining impurities. The precipitate could
then be dried in an air oven for a single day at 60 ◦C, during which the conversion of
Zn(OH)2 to ZnO-NPs could occur [25,26].

Chemical vapor transport method. In this method, the powder is heated to a high
temperature in the presence of a transport agent such as graphite or iodine, then transported
to a cooler region, where it condenses to form nanoparticles. Bunsen initially introduced
this technique in 1852. Heterogeneous reactions that have a common characteristic are
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referred to as “Chemical Vapor Transfer”. ZnO nanostructures are formed as a result
of the process that results from the vapors of oxygen and zinc or oxygen mixture being
transported and reacting with one zone after another. That was a straightforward, simple,
and easy way to obtain the ZnO decomposition. It also required heating the zinc powder
while the oxygen was flowing, which required careful control of the oxygen pressure to
zinc vapor pressure ratio in order to produce suitable ZnO nanostructures. Changes in
this ratio led to significant variations in the morphology of ZnO, including the size and
geometry of nanostructures, which have been observed [27–29].

3.2. Biological/Green Synthesis Methods

A more promising and different form of synthesis from chemical and physical syn-
thesis is the biological or “green” production of NPs. ZnO was used primarily as a food
additive, dietary supplement, and component of medications. The use of safe reagents,
such as water and natural extracts, eliminated the need to employ hazardous ingredients
and was an amazing way to create metal nanoparticles [30–32]. Due to the exceptional
achievements in the field of nanobiotechnology, the production of ZnO-NP using biotech-
nological methods offers a wide variety of potential applications in the realm of medicine.
Proteins, DNA and plants or plant extracts (roots, stems, leaves, flowers, and fruits) [33–35]
have been investigated in biological ways as safe substitutes for the chemical and physical
methods of ZnO-NP, which used the appropriate biochemical and enzymatic pathways in
microorganisms [36]. Proteins, amino acids, DNA, enzymes, phages, and marker genes in
different microorganisms could also be used for the synthesis of ZnO-NPs, where DNA is
used as a guide for the synthesis of ZnO-NPs chains and to control their growth. More-
over, the synthesis of ZnO-NPs by biotechnological tools has great potential in biological
applications such as biological labelling, cell cultures, gene delivery, drug delivery, and
nanomedicines [37–39].

Plant-mediated synthesis. An interesting alternative to traditional chemical ap-
proaches is the production of ZnO-NP using plants and plant extracts [34]. The use
of plants and plant extracts is an appealing, innovative, and safe method choice. A typical
ZnO-NP production process is given in Figure 3, which avoids the use of harmful and
hazardous substances [40,41]. For the synthesis of ZnO-NPs, we have a variety of plants
and processes at our disposal. We will talk about the most popular, accessible, and simple
synthesis methods in this section. Tomato fruits, chamomile flowers, and olive leaves
were rinsed with double-distilled water and then allowed to air-dry. 200 mL of water was
extracted for 4 h at 60–70 ◦C from powdered ground leaves, flowers, and fruits. Afterwards,
the extracts were cooled to room temperature and filtered by filter paper. The collected
plant extracts and ZnO were then mixed in a separate flask for the synthesis of ZnO-NPs.
The mixture was stirred for 4 h at 100 rpm under the heating condition. The reaction
solution was centrifuged at 10,000× g for 20 min, the supernatant was discarded, and the
precipitation was collected. The precipitate obtained was washed with distilled water and
freeze-dried to obtain ZnO NP [42,43].

Microorganisms-mediated synthesis. There has been a lot of interest in employing
microbes, and numerous studies have been done using various models of microorganisms.
However, maintaining certain processes, such as cell cultures, intracellular synthesis, and
multiple purification steps, made microbially assisted nanoparticle synthesis somewhat
challenging [44,45], and the mechanism of biological synthesis of ZnO-NP using microbes
is not yet fully understood [45,46]. Many studies have been conducted on biologically
mediated production of ZnO-NP using microorganisms such as fungus, bacteria, yeast,
algae, and phage [47]. The choice of microorganisms, ideal cell growth conditions, and the
route of biosynthesis, intracellular or extracellular, are the primary requirements for the
production of ZnO-NPs. Most of the time, Sphingobacterium thalpophilum, Staphylococcus
aureus, and Bacillus megaterium NCIM2326 were used to produce rod/cubic, multiform,
triangular, and acicular ZnO-NP with a particle size of 10–95 nm. The fungi of Aspergillus
niger and Candida albicans were used to prepare spherical or quasi-spherical ZnO-NPs with
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a particle size of 61 nm and 25 nm, respectively [45]. The yeast, Pichia kudriavzevii and
Pichia fermentans JA2, was used to prepare hexagonal wurtzite and smooth/elongated ZnO-
NPs with a particle size of 10–61 nm. The algae, Chlamydomonas reinhardtii and Sargassum
muticum have been used safely. We have summarized the application of fungi, bacteria,
yeast, and phages in the synthesis of ZnO-NP, including their size, shape, and activity
carried out, as shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Microorganisms-mediated synthesis of ZnO-NPs.

No. Microorganisms Applied Organism Shape Size (nm) Purpose of Use Refs.

1. Fungi

Aspergillus fumigatus JCF Spherical 60~80 Antimicrobial [48,49]

Aspergillus niger Spherical 61 ± 0.65 Antimicrobial [49]

Candida albicans Quasi-spherical 25 Synthesis of steroidal pyrazolines [50]

2. Bacteria

Staphylococcus aureus Acicular 10~50 Antimicrobial [51]

Halomonas elongate IBRC-M 10214 Multiform 18.11 ± 8.93 Antimicrobial [52]

Cyanobacterium Nostoc sp. EA03 Star Shape 50~80 Antimicrobial [53]

3. Yeast
Pichia fermentas JA2 Smooth and elongated - Antimicrobial [54]

Pichia kudriavzevii Hexagonal wurtzite 10~61 Antimicrobial and antioxidant [55]

4. Phage
M13-pIII Spherical 20−40 luminescent material [38,56]

M13-pVIII Spherical 20−40 luminescent material [38,56]

Algae-mediated synthesis. As it reduces the toxicity of the chemical ingredients
used to produce the nanoparticles, algae are one of the safest and most stable natural
materials used in the green synthesis of nanoparticles. According to reports, ZnO-NPs can
be produced using a variety of marine macro- and microalgae, including chlorella, brown
Sargassum muticum, green caulerpa peltata, and red gracilaria gracilis [57–60].

3.3. Physical Synthesis Methods

These processes were mainly known for their use of chemically pure reagents and
simple technology, which makes them ideal for performing industrial processes at high
production rates.

Arc plasma. The most popular physical approach for transforming bulk materials into
nanomaterials by condensation and evaporation was electrical arc discharge-mediated syn-
thesis. Islam et al. used an arc-discharge-mediated gas evaporation method to synthesized
ZnO-NPs, the zinc rod was used as zinc source, dry air was used as oxygen source, and
carbon rod was acted as cathode [61]. Thermal evaporation. This was a commonly used
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method for creating ZnO nanostructures. At a temperature of 1000–1100 ◦C, graphite was
often combined with ZnO powder as a reducing agent to create a pure nanostructure ZnO.
The addition of carbon caused the ZnO precursor, which has a melting point of 1975 ◦C,
to be reduced, resulting in the formation of Zn and ZnOx, which evaporate at 500 ◦C
and is then mixed with oxygen to produce ZnO products. Using the thermal evaporation
approach to create pure ZnO nano/microstructures, several metallic elements might be
employed as a good supply of reducing agents [62].

Physical vapor deposition. This was a fairly straightforward procedure to create ZnO
nanowires at a low temperature of 450 ◦C. The ZnO nanowires followed a catalyst-free
growth process, as evidenced by the fact that the diameter of the nanowires grew as the
temperature increased [63,64]. These findings were promising for the construction of
ZnO-based nanoscale devices onto diverse low-temperature-endurance substrates.

Ultrasonic irradiation. This technique has been utilized often to create nanoparticles
in solution phase operations [65]. It differs from surfactant procedures because it is an
effective natural way that does not change the character of the particles [66]. The best
and most practical approach to produce pure materials with a wide range of regulated
characteristics is ultrasonic irradiation [67,68]. In Zhang’s study, the physical mechanism
of ultrasound-assisted synthesis of ZnO-NPs was uncovered. Four stages of changes
caused by ultrasound were visible through voltage changes in the acoustic signal, cycles of
cavitation bubble oscillation, cycles of collapse, maximum voltage amplitude, and acoustic
intensity (Figure 4) [69].
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Laser ablation. This is an easy and reliable approach for creating nanoparticles made
of almost any material, including semiconductors. The laser ablation synthesis method has
been shown to be an effective way for producing diverse nanoscale materials and allows
for the investigation of a solid target in liquids. This method has several benefits, including
the ability to control the ablation atmosphere with low-cost equipment. In addition, the
size of the synthesized material can be altered by adjusting various parameters, including
pulse laser duration, laser wavelength, solution pH, temperature, and the addition of
surfactants [70,71].

3.4. A Non-Conventional Method

Microfluidic reactor-based method. This is a process that may be utilized to fabricate
materials on a benchtop [47]. Due to its special qualities in the synthesis of nanoparticles as
opposed to conventional and macroscale synthesis, the technique demonstrated a number
of benefits. Moreover, it was employed to make ZnO-NPs. The procedure uses a minimal
amount of chemicals and offers selectivity, environmental protection, quick response times,
as well as small environmental impact and increased health and safety [4,72].
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4. Modifications

A product can be modified to modify certain characteristics such as size, structure,
morphology, colour, hardness, softness, and strength. The modification might improve the
compatibility of ZnO-NPs with organic (carboxylic acid, silanes), inorganic (metal oxides),
and polymers, etc., (Figure 5), which could improve ZnO-NP performance characteristics,
such as consumable time, life cycle, optical properties, and also make it more beneficial
to obtain more benefits and significantly reduce defects [73–76]. Thus, various potential
modification techniques stated in the publications of ZnO-NPs are included in this section
as follows.
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Increasing numbers of studies have shown that silica and trimethyl siloxane (TMS)
may modify ZnO. The precursor Zn carbonate hydroxide (ZCH) was calcinated to produce
the purest ZnO particles. Precipitation techniques were used to produce ZCH from a
variety of substrates, including ammonium solution (NH4OH), ammonium bicarbonate
(NH4HCO3) and zinc sulfate heptahydrate (ZnSO4·7H2O). Hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS)
and TEOS were used to modify the ZCH surface in situ while it was being processed in
water. To produce ultrafine ZnO particles, the ZCH was calcinated and functionalized. The
ZnO particle modification found a workable answer to the agglomeration problem. The
photocatalytic activity of an inorganic component (silica) on the ZnO surface was decreased,
but an organic molecule increased the compatibility of ZnO with an organic matrix. In
order to use these modifying agents to promote important benefits, the modified ZnO
surface was explored as an incredibly clear, transparent material that offered outstanding
protection against UV radiation. The main mechanisms and contributing factors to the
antiyeast and antialgal actions of ZnO-NPs were investigated [77–79]. By employing TEOS
and CTAB to build a mesoporous silica layer on the surface of ZnO-NPS, we were able to
successfully produce and characterize ZnO@mSiO2 nanocomposites and prevent ZnO-NPs
from coming into contact with maize directly while exerting their antibacterial activity.
Furthermore, it could decrease the ZnO-NP adsorption aggregation and improve their
dispersion (Figure 6) [21].

Mana M. N. Yung et al., performed a modification on the surface of ZnO-NP by com-
mercial sunscreens with the property of easily being released into the water, and raising
concerns about their possible impacts on aquatic life. To assess the hazardous potential of
three freshwater microalgae and three marine microalgae, the authors evaluated the chemi-
cal science characteristics of silane-coated and untreated ZnO-NPs. The ZnO-NP surfaces
were modified by covering them with 3-aminopropyl-trimethoxysilane, which produced
many surface particles that were deliquescent or dodecyltrichlorosilane, which makes
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the particles hydrophobic. Compared to uncoated ZnO-NP, coated ZnO-NP produced
fewer aggregates and released less Zn2+. Uncoated ZnO-NPs were more effective than
coated ZnO-NPs in inhibiting algal cell growth because different algal species had different
sensitivities between algal species; uncoated ZnO-NPs were more effective in inhibiting
algal cell expansion than coated ZnO-NPs after 96 h exposed to ZnO, uncoated ZnO-NPs,
all coated ZnO-NPs, or ZnSO4 at 10 concentrations ranging from 0.1 to 100 mg/L. Due
to the exposure of marine diatoms, Thalassiosira pseudonana to nanoparticles showed the
distinction within gene expressions, suggesting that ZnO-NPs acted through completely
different mechanisms of toxic/harmful action [75].
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Wysokowski et al., modified ZnO-containing blended material using β-chitin from
Sepia Officinalis cephalopod mollusk. Their study steered a morphological application to
outline β-chitin as a layout for biomimetic ZnO deposition that was extremely engaging
with the technological side because it eliminated or reduced the challenges related to
the production of polysaccharide chitin to chitosan and the process to membranes or
scaffolds [74].

Chen et al., and co-researchers developed a unique treatment method to obtain hy-
drophobic ZnO-NPs to obtain extremely distributed and long-run stable ZnO-NPs in an
organic matrix. They grafted aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APS) onto the surface of ZnO-NP,
and introduced a protracted carbon chain of stearic acid (SA) through a condensation reac-
tion between APS, and also activated SA with N, N′-carbonyldiimidazole (CDI). FTIR, TGA,
SEM, and a sedimentation test are commonly used to analyze ZnO-NPs. SEM observations
and the sedimentation test indicate that the new surface treatment would significantly
reduce particle aggregates and promote long-term stability in an organic matrix [73].

5. Common Tools and Techniques for Characterization

There are several tools and techniques to identify the characteristics of synthesized
ZnO-NPs. These techniques are necessary and specifically used to distinguish the ZnO-NPs
accordingly to their appearance, size, distribution, shape, morphology, specific surface area,
and all the measurements related to physicochemical property evaluation [80]. Here, we
are going to discuss the most common and important tools and techniques used in the
characterizations of ZnO-NPs.

5.1. UV-Vis Spectrophotometer (UV-Vis)

The light wavelength in the region of 300–800 nm is often utilized for the evaluation
of metal nanoparticles in the size range of 2–100 nm [34,81]. This approach is used for
the characterization of nanoparticles for their maximum absorbance and optical charac-
teristics of nanosized particles. Somu et al., used brown alga Chaetomorpha Linum as a
reductant to prepare ZnO nanoparticles; its absorption peak maxima was observed at
356.8 nm [82]. Moreover, it provided a significant contribution to the characterization of
ZnO-NPs, indicating that the distribution of nanoparticles was monodispersed [83].
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5.2. X-ray Diffractometer (XRD)

Determining the form, size, and crystal structures of carbon-based, inorganic, or
complicated crystalline materials is a well established and widely used approach. High
spatial resolution at the atomic scale is provided by X-ray diffractometers, although they are
limited to crystalline materials and have lower intensities than electron diffraction [19,84,85].
The two patterns were exactly matched when we generated a ZnO-NP and compared the
XRD pattern with the reference PDF card (01-070-2551) of zinc oxide (Figure 7).
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5.3. Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FT-IR)

With this method, the absorption of IR radiation by a material is measured and plotted
versus wavelength. The dried powder was utilized for the FT-IR spectroscopy study of
synthesised ZnO-NPs. Interpretation and connection of chemical constituents in the sample
and absorption bands (vibrational bands) are required for IR spectra [34,86]. To identify
the composition of functional groups in green-produced ZnO-NPs, Alahmdi et al. [87],
employed FT-IR. Several peaks were seen in the FT-IR spectra at 3455, 1640, 1400, 1070.1,
960, and 846 cm−1. In the report by Somu et al. [82], the bands for ZnO at 448.6 cm−1 were
attributed to ZnO flexing vibrations, and there were bands attributed to -C-O stretching
(1026.6 cm−1), hydroxyl grops (1358.2 cm−1) and C-H stretching (2889.1 cm−1).

5.4. Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)

This is a very new, adaptable, and strong approach that offers a variety of surface
measurements to show the resolution of sample fractions at the nanoscale. Moreover,
materials seen by AFM do not require specific conditions, such as metal or carbon coatings,
that would irreversibly alter or harm the sample [88]. It provides a true three-dimensional
surface profile. The Fe2O3/ZnO heterostructure was captured in 3D and 2D RMS (459 nm)
AFM micrographs by Sevda et al. [89], using this technique. AFM provided high-resolution
images that were easily able to estimate the forces acting between the probe and the sample
surface area [90,91].

5.5. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)

This approach is frequently used for high-resolution nanomaterials and is effective
in determining ZnO-NP crystallinity, as well as their structural surface morphology, size,
size distribution, shape, and dispersion [92]. It may also be used to examine compli-
cated, inorganic, biological, carbon-based, and organic materials, as well as to identify the
morphological condition of nanomaterials [93,94].
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5.6. Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)

This is used for the structural characterization of nanoparticles, as well as for the
study of their particle parameters, such as size and shape [34]. Compared to SEM, high-
resolution microscopy enables measurement of size and size distribution and validates the
morphologies of nanomaterials [95]. At some point during the synthesis process, the size,
length distribution, crystalline structures, aggregates, and morphology of ZnO-NPs were
widely used and examined [96].

5.7. X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS)

XPS characterization is performed to elucidate the chemical composition component
with chemical bonding state and surface chemistry for the confirmation of doping. In the
ZnO spectrum, Zn and O elements would be observed, and in the Zn 2p spectrum, two
bands were observed at 1045.0 eV and 1021.6 eV would be observed for ZnO in the study
by Somu et al. [17,82].

6. Morphological Impacts

Several strategies have been documented by researchers to quantify the morphological
effects of ZnO-NPs, which have a significant impact on their antibacterial activity. The
circumstances of synthesis determine the shape of ZnO-NPs. ZnO-NPs have uncount-
able shapes (nano rods, nanowires, nanotubes, nano spheres, nano needles, drums, nano
rings, spirals, polyhedrons, flowers, discs, plates, stars, and boxes) (Figure 8), each of
which exhibits morphologically dependent physicochemical properties, according to some
distinctive synthesis mechanisms that have been previously reported [97]. Therefore, by
manipulating key variables including precursor types, solvents, pH and temperature, it is
possible to obtain desperately manufactured ZnO-NP structures for the optimal response
to antibacterial activity [98,99]. Surface activity controls the morphology beneath regulated
growth circumstances, such as the surface. The fraction of active sides in the nanopar-
ticles was used to characterize the shape-dependent activity. Methods of synthesis and
growth produce nanoparticles with a variety of active surfaces. However, investigations
have shown that morphologies with completely distinct active characteristics have varied
antibacterial activity [100,101]. Rods and wires penetrate the walls of bacterial cells more
easily than spherical ZnO-NPs, demonstrating how the forms of ZnO-nanostructures will
affect how they are internalized. However, ZnO-NPs in flower form exhibited more biocidal
activity against E. coli and S. aureus than those in rod or spherical form [102].
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ZnO-NPs showed destructing bacterial cell integrity by direct contact with cell
walls [103,104]. The liberation of antimicrobial ions in the main Zn2+ ions and ROS forma-
tion [104–106]. Thus, morphology has been found to play a great and important role in
antibacterial activity to make food safe and healthy.

7. Advantages and Possible Risk
7.1. Advantages

In the field of nanotechnology, ZnO-NPs are considered one of the most promising
areas of the current industrial revolution [107]. The unique features of ZnO-NPs have
motivated scientists, researchers, and technologists to develop various simple, easy, safe and
cost-effective techniques to construct ZnO-NPs for industrial applications [98]. ZnO-NPs
are considered an important ingredient for several enzymes, sunscreen, and ointments for
itches and pain relief [43]. ZnO-NPs are a promising and versatile inorganic material with
a wide range of applications. They are low-cost, functional, and adjustable, making them
particularly important among other metal nanoparticles. ZnO-NPs are utilized in numerous
areas such as agriculture, food, biomedical, drug-delivery systems, biosensors, gas sensors,
cosmetics, rubber industry, wastewater management, textile, and medicine [108,109].

ZnO-NPs are used as an artificial food additive in many foods and are generally
considered safe (generally recognized as safe, GRAS) by the US Food and Drug Adminis-
tration, making them less dangerous and more useful. ZnO-NPs are widely employed in
biomedicine, since it has been claimed that they have therapeutic benefits against a variety
of ailments (including microbial and cancer-causing disorders). For normal cells to operate
properly, endogenous ROS levels must be controlled [110]. Certain regions have an effect
that is both large enough to stop the aggregation of nanoparticles and small enough not to
cause quick clearance into all nearby tissues and cause significant cytotoxicity through ROS
and dissolution [111]. P. Kaur et al., found that ZnO-NPs play a crucial and important role
in inhibiting and killing common pathogens. They investigated the antibacterial activity of
ZnO-NPs against some human pathogens (E. coli, E. faecal, P. aeruginosa, and S. aureus), and
reported that ZnO-NPs have well-built antimicrobial activity toward the above-mentioned
human pathogens [112].

7.2. Possible Risk

One of the key areas of concern with ZnO-NPs is safety. The use of ZnO-NPs in the
agricultural and food industries has sparked a growing interest among researchers. The
first ways that individuals are exposed to accidental nanoparticles are by skin contact,
inhalation, or ingestion. Nanoparticles spread throughout the body after entering the
circulatory system. ZnO-NPs could show significantly different biological and physic-
ochemical characteristics at specific locations compared to their typical type, and these
unknown characteristics could create unexpected risks to human health [4,113]. Although
the nanoencapsulation process of bioactive combinations has been extensively researched
in the food industry [114], direct oral consumption of nanoparticles by people still has to
be addressed. A sophisticated approach should be used to remove dangerous solvents to
protect the finished product from unanticipated residual solvents that might have negative
effects on safety if their concentration is unknown. Organizations, including the World
Health Organization (WHO), the European Food Safety Authority (EFSA), and the Food
and Drug Administration (FDA), have recorded acceptable usage limits for organic, inor-
ganic solvents, and emulsifiers. The evaluation of risk requires more research on the safety
of ZnO-NP in relation to hazardous risks [72].

However, ZnO-NPs have demonstrated great economic use and are found in a variety
of commercial goods. Nevertheless, it is evident that there is growing public concern about
the toxicological consequences of ZnO-NPs.

Although further research is still being done, it has been revealed that the significant
consumption of organic solvents and emulsifiers during the manufacturing of nano carriers
poses dangers due to their possible toxicological effects on public health [115]. However,
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there are several concerns associated with using nanoparticles that should be considered,
including their potential toxicity and buildup in feed and food, which might indicate that
they have entered the food chain. In particular, their ability to produce free radicals or ROS,
can subject living things to oxidative stress [116].

Based on its examination of the end-points of subtoxic processes, such as inflammation,
aerophilic stress response, or gene expression profiling, spanning greatly different timelines,
the research demonstrates that the hazardous potentials of nano- and micro-particles of
ZnO are the same during acute and chronic toxicity. Inhaling ZnO fume and dust beyond
the recommended exposure limit of 5 mg m−3 appears to be the most risky hazardous
exposure, as Zn fume fever can be lethal [117].

In particular, ZnO-NPs are useful in sun-screens, having intrinsic capability to filter
UVA and UVB radiation. This exceptional property provides broader protection than other
sun-screening agents. However, they also have the possibility to penetrate the skin and
achieve viable cells, potentially leading to toxicity [51,107].

7.3. Regulations

In the world today, smart food regulations are necessary to ensure that food products
meet high safety standards. Numerous global organizations are working towards this goal,
which poses many regulatory challenges related to consumer health, some of which may
be applied to nanotechnology employed in food, food control, food safety, and food trade.
Notwithstanding the present lack of particular rules, regulations, and risk management
for nanotechnology, the use and legislation of novel nanotechnology is notable in the food
sector. The protection of nanomaterials in the food industry could be ensured by maintaining
strict food regulations, implementing new specific regulations for nanotechnology, ensuring
transparency of information, and being willing to share data with the public [118,119].

8. Applications

Due to their distinctive characteristics and broad range of uses, ZnO-NPs have been
the subject of a great deal of scientific investigation in recent years, particularly in the
pharmaceutical, medicinal, cosmetic, food, agricultural and biomedical sectors [34]. In this
part, we focus on summarize the main applications in the agriculture and food industry. In
Table 2, we list some recent patents related to the application of ZnO nanoparticles in food
and agriculture.

8.1. Role in Agriculture

We all know that agriculture is a basic necessity and the foundation of every nation’s
economy, but sadly, this industry is currently facing a number of global challenges, includ-
ing urbanization, climate change, sustainable resource use, environmental issues, runoff,
and the buildup of pesticides and fertilizers. Additionally, the world’s population is ex-
pected to increase by a number that could be calculated on the basis of current trends [120].
According to research, applying ZnO-NPs to various plants at various stages of their devel-
opment cycles accelerates plant production by supplementing them with micronutrients.

Significantly, research has shown that Zn is a crucial nutrient for living things. Nand-
hini et al., emphasized the beneficial effects of ZnO-NPs on pearl millet germination
and development as well as the enhanced activity of the plant defense enzymes, such as
lipoxygenase, phenylalanine, polyphenol oxidase, ammonia-lyase, and peroxidase [121].
Moreover, the production of chlorophyll pigment from maize and wheat plants was pos-
itively impacted by ZnO-NPs. The beneficial effects of ZnO-NP on quantitative, dietary,
and physiological parameters of wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) and maize (Zea mays L.) were
examined by Singh et al. In addition, these comprised the total protein, carbohydrate, and
oil content [122].
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Table 2. The patents on the application of ZnO nanoparticles in food and agriculture.

No. Name Characteristic Time Application NO. Patentee Country

1
ZnO nanoparticle catalysts for use in
transesterification and esterification
reactions and method of production

catalyst 16 June 2010 US201013378931A YAN SHULI; SALLEY STEVEN
O; SIMON NG K Y US

2 Antimicrobial component and method
for its production biocidal properties 19 May 2022 RU2022113440

Vorozhtsov Aleksandr
Borisovich; Lerner Marat

Izrailevich; Glazkova Elena
Alekseevna; et al.

RU

3
A method for pathogenic escherichia
coli (e.coli) bacteria detection through

tuned nanoparticle enhancement

bacteria detection
through enhancement 19 January 2021 AU2021100312A

ELAYAPERUMAL
MANIKANDAN DR;

GNANASEKARAN KAVITHA;
SATPATHY GARGIBALA

IN

4 Method of fabricating a photocatalyst
for water splitting photocatalyst 21 February 2019 US201916281592A UNIV KING SAUD SA

5 Method for adsorbing and
removing benzene nanocomposite adsorbents 27 July 2018 US201816047530A UNIV KING FAHD PET

AND MINERALS SA

6

Method for preparing zinc oxide
nanoparticles with enteric coating and

the zinc oxide nanoparticles with
enteric coating prepared by the same

prevent diarrhea in young
animals and promote

their growth
29 December 2017 KR20170183618A

UNIV DANKOOK CHEONAN
CAMPUS IND ACADEMIC

COOPERATION
FOUNDATION

KR

7 Synthesis of nanocomposites and their
use in enhancing plant nutrition

improved fertilizer
for agriculture. 30 June 2017 US201716314689A

BISWAS PRATIM; RALIYA
RAMESH; UNIV
WASHINGTON

US

8

Au Pt Pd ZnO ZnO nanowire gas
sensor functionalized with Au Pt and

Pd nanoparticles using room
temperature-sensing properties and
method of manufacturing the same

gas sensor 15 December 2016 KR20160171490A UNIV INHA RES AND
BUSINESS FOUND KR

9 Antimicrobial and enzyme inhibitory
zinc oxide nanoparticles enzyme inhibitory 29 August 2016 EP16842751A UNIV MICHIGAN REGENTS US

10 Preparing method of ZnO/TiO2
core-shell nanoparticle composites UV protection film 24 June 2016 KR20160079227A

UNIV YEUNGNAM RES
COOPERATION
FOUNDATION

KR
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In order to increase crop growth and production in global agriculture, and especially
in food crops, the fertilizer application rate is very accumulated [123]. According to several
studies, ZnO-NPs have the ability to increase food crop output, diversity, and promote
healthy growth. Many studies have effectively demonstrated and suggested the use of
ZnO-NPs as a foliar fertilizer in addition to a Zn fertilizer in the soil [122]. ZnO-NPs
have been recommended as a crucial micronutrient and are intended as a cofactor for the
mobilization and activation of nutrient enzymes due to their special characteristics [124].

Raliya et al., studied the influence of ZnO-NP (25 ± 3.5 nm) on the herb (tomato
plant). They covered some parameters, such as the whole life cycle of the plant, flower,
chlorophyl content, fruit yield, total biomass, and nutritional values. They studied plant
development by an optimal concentration of ZnO-NPs, and reported no stimulation on the
far side of the optimal concentration. The foliar application was more effective and simpler
than the soil treatments. They ended with a maximum lycopene content and fruit yield of
100 mg kg−1, and a concentration of 250 mg kg−1 was observed for the best stimulation of
plant height, root length, and biomass and improved chlorophyl content at a concentration
of 750 mg kg−1 [124].

In another study, ZnO-NPs were termed novel fertilizer nutrients for crops. In a
greenhouse, the organic compound (urea) was coated with ZnO-NP (1%) or bulk ZnO (2%)
and evaluated in wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) under drought (40% field moisture capacity;
FMC) and non-drought conditions (80% FMC), compared to urea not coated with ZnO
(control) and urea with separate ZnO-NP (1%) or bulk ZnO (2%) distinction. The crops were
exposed to <2.2 mg/kg of ZnO NP and <4.4 mg/kg of bulk ZnO, indicating exposure to a
better Zn rate of bulk ZnO (2%). ZnO-NP and bulk-ZnO showed similar vital efficiencies of
urea coating of 74–75%. However, drought considerably (p < 0.05) exaggerated the time to
panicle initiation, reduced grain yield, and inhibited the uptake of Zn, phosphorus (P) and
nitrogen (N). Within the drought conditions, scientists noticed that ZnO-NPs remarkably
reduced the average typical time to panicle initiation by five days, which was regardless
of the coating, and relative to the management control. In distinction, bulk ZnO did not
have an effect on time to panicle initiation. The grain yield was significantly exaggerated
to 51 or 39%, with a ZnO-NP-coated or uncoated organic compound (urea), respectively,
compared to the control. As balanced with both control and ZnO-NP treatments, the yield
of bulk-ZnO-coated or uncoated urea increased insignificantly [125,126].

8.2. As Antimicrobial Agent against Food-Borne Pathogens

ZnO-NPs had a significant influence on the control of foodborne diseases. Foodborne
infections are putting the entire planet in a dangerous situation. 20,000 people are hospital-
ized for foodborne illnesses each year in the United Kingdom, and 56 people die as a result,
according to the UK Food Standards Agency (FSA). Foodborne illnesses cause a variety of
challenges, including health concerns, poverty, and even economic problems [7,127,128].
ZnO-NPs are becoming more effective at combating hazardous microbes and preventing
food contamination through adsorption-induced membrane damage and ROS-mediated
cellular toxicity. The ZnO-NPs have been shown to be an effective antibacterial agent
against harmful microorganisms found in food, including Staphylococcus aureus, Escherichia
coli, Bacillus subtilis, Pseudomonas vulgaris, Bacillus megaterium, Candida albicans, Klebsiella
pneumonia, Aspergillus Niger and so on [129–132]. Metal compound (oxide) particles have
been studied to generate active oxygen species that could be the main mechanism of their
antibacterial activity [133,134]. Firouzabadi et al. [135], studied the practical application of
a ZnO suspension containing 0.3% citric acid at different concentrations (0, 1, 3, 5, 8 mM)
in Listeria monocytogenes, Escherichia coli, Staphylococcus aureus and Bacillus cereus. It signifi-
cantly inhibited the growth of all strains during 12 h of culture, and the suspension of ZnO
with 5 mM and 8 mM citric acid was the most effective for all strains, and 5 mM and 8 mM
ZnO were selected for further study in mango juice. The ZnO-NPs could reduce the initial
growth count of all of the strains described above in the mango solution.
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ZnO-NPs have direct interaction with cell surface poignant cell membranes, which
subsequently ZnO-NPs enter and induce oxidative stress in microorganism cells, which
results in inhibition of cell growth to cell death; this study recommends ZnO-NPs as a
active antimicrobial agent within the food preservation field. ZnO-NPs are often used
as a disinfecting and sterilizing agent for the types of equipment and containers utilized
in the food industry against the strike and contamination with foodborne pathogenic
microbes [136].

8.3. Role in Food Processing and Storage

ZnO-NPs have brought revolutionary advances to the food industry. In recent years,
scientific researchers have shown great interest in the study of ZnO-NPs, along with other
nanoparticles, in food processing and storage. These particles not only exhibit antimi-
crobial activity, as discussed previously, but also remain stable under adverse conditions,
such as high temperature, extreme pH values, and more. Furthermore, they are consid-
ered “generally recognized as safe (GRAS)” by the US FDA for both human and animal
consumption in their bulk form [137–139]. Biosensors of ZnO-NPs are being utilized suc-
cessfully and greatly helped to detect the different pathogens and contaminants of food
and water throughout storage [139]. Researchers are interested in enhancing the food
processing and storage industry to extend the shelf life of processed food, control food-
borne pathogens, and ensure food safety. Achieving these objectives entails improving the
nutritional value, activity, and overall quality of food. These goals are critical for the food
industry to meet [7,140]. Researchers are particularly concerned about the negative impact
of pathogens on stored grain, which can also pose a risk to human health. ZnO-NPs have
demonstrated antimicrobial activity and could play a significant role in controlling other
important properties of food materials, such as moisture content, absorption, monolayer,
solubility, and physical properties [43]. Therefore, reducing the chances of contamination
by infectious agents and ensuring safe storage of products with an extended shelf life
are critical objectives. To mitigate the risk of contamination or spoilage of food by mi-
crobes before or after processing, it is essential to understand the impact of storage time
and temperature on microbial populations of minimally processed foods. ZnO-NPs have
played a crucial role in protecting and preserving the freshness and nutritional value of
food. Moreover, they could be used as a source of zinc supplements in functional foods
for consumers [141–143]. Hakimian et al. [144], conducted a study on the use of ZnO-NPs
(0, 0.1, 0.5, 1 g/kg) as a preservative to control microbial and physicochemical deterioration
of mayonnaise during cold storage over a period of 6 months. The addition of ZnO-NPs to
mayonnaise resulted in delayed growth of microorganisms, preservation of physical and
chemical properties, and increased shelf life compared to the control (0 g/kg). In another
study, Lili He and colleagues investigated the antifungal activity of ZnO-NPs against two
postharvest fruit fungal diseases, B. cinerea and P. expansum. The mechanism of action of
ZnO-NPs on the development of fungal hyphae was also examined. The results showed
that a concentration of ZnO-NPs greater than 3 mmol L−1 significantly inhibited the growth
of both B. cinerea and P. expansum. However, the nanoparticles were found to be more
effective against B. cinerea than P. expansum [145].

8.4. Role in Food Packaging

A very important and in-demand area in the food sector may be related to the use
of antibacterial agents in food packaging and with respect to foodborne pathogens [7].
Therefore, nanofood packaging technology is resulting in a brand new mode of safe, active,
healthy, and intelligent food packaging. ZnO-NPs offer a safer and more cost-effective
alternative compared to other metal oxides for pathogen-free food packaging and pro-
cessed ingredients [139]. ZnO-NPs are utilized in processed food as a fount of metallic
elements (Zn) that help play a crucial and important role in the growth, progress, and
welfare of humans and animals. ZnO-NPs are an important antimicrobial supplement in
food packaging to counter foodborne pathogens to increase shelf life, inhibit and inactivate
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or kill pathogens and reduce spoilage, contamination, post-harvest losses to maintain
good quality and safety insurance of food products [98,146]. Safe, active, and smart food
packaging aligns with customer’s desires by enhancing safety and extending shelf life,
while also providing a healthier solution [138]. ZnO-nanostructures could be used in the
food packaging industry for the composition of filters that are efficient in maintaining
microorganisms before packaging [147]. Food poisoning represents microbial contamina-
tion that causes significant health, social, and economic problems. Smart food packaging
and similar preservative measures can prevent or inhibit the growth of microbials in food,
as well as prevent their attachment, colonization, and spreading [141,143]. Microscopic
and spectroscopic techniques, such as chemical analysis, can help create optimal food
packaging materials to ensure the formation of a composite that enhances food safety and
preservation [43].A group of researchers in China investigated the potential migration
of ZnO-NPs from industrial products, which is often a mutual concern when it comes
to their application in food packaging. They evaluated the migration of ZnO-NPs from
polypropylene food containers to food-simulating solutions, taking into account various ex-
perimental factors, including the type of food simulant, storage time, and temperature. The
experimental results showed significant migration of nano-sized zinc oxide into aqueous,
oily, and acidic simulants. The quantity of migrated ZnO increased with storage time and
temperature. However, it was observed that ZnO showed a sporadic tendency to migrate
into food simulants [148]. Zafar et al. [149], have shown that the ZnO-2.5% composite
membrane has strong antibacterial activity and high antioxidant activity against foodborne
pathogenic bacteria, Escherichia coli, and Lactobacillus mononucleus. According to the results,
compared to the CMC/GEL blend film, ZnO nanocomposite film could be used to prevent
photooxidation, ensure food safety, and improve the shelf life of packaging products in
active food packaging.

Using the solution casting method, Insoo Kim et al., created PLA/Zn-ONPs containing
volatile oil in collaboration with Menthe piperita and Zataria multiflora Boiss. In comparison
with five common foodborne bacteria including Salmonella enterica, S. aureus, Pseudomonas
aeruginosa, E. coli, and Bacillus cereus, the nanocomposite film showed high antimicrobial
activity. The PLA/ZnO-NP containing essential oil extended the shelf life of Otolithes
ruber fish during storage. They jointly reported that Zn2+ migration was below the NIH
limit for food contact material quality requirements [150].

Silvestre et al., introduced the utilization of compound nanotechnology (polymer)
in food packaging that mainly meets the requirements of protection against bacteria to
attain a completely unique method of packaging. Active packaging, smart packaging, and
intelligent packaging are new materials with improved antimicrobial properties that jointly
allow the trailing of food throughout storage and transfer [127].

8.5. Role in Food Flavor

This section aims to explain, discuss and analyze research works that have utilized
ZnO-NPs for the improvement, enhancement, and protection of food flavor, an important
ingredient in altering or enhancing the taste of any food. ZnO-NPs’ mechanism of action
and applications on food flavor are also discussed, particularly in relation to food pack-
aging applications. As previously mentioned, ZnO-NPs are a highly intriguing inorganic
compound that is considered safe, non-toxic, and has numerous functions. It is widely used
in various industries, including cosmetics, pharmaceuticals, textiles, rubber, and medical
fields. Therefore, it holds particular importance in the food and agricultural industry
due to its numerous advantages [151]. Sensory quality via ZnO-NPs playing a significant
role to make it toxin-free helps in influencing and increasing the interest in quality, sta-
bility, acceptability, consumption of different types of food-linked flavors [152,153]. As
a result of its difficulty in controlling and stabilizing during the storage and production
processes, ZnO-NPs help limit the deterioration or loss during processing and storage.
It is advantageous to encapsulate flavors before using ZnO-NPs in food because it in-
creases chemical stability and allows for regulated release. Protective carrier encapsulation
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prevents oxidation, reactions induced by light, and interactions between tastes. Biopoly-
mers such as polysaccharides (starch, dextrose and maltodextrins), proteins (gelatine and
whey proteins), gums (gum arabic, alginates and carrageenan), and chitosan are therefore
preferred transporters [154,155]. Some other protein-based materials, e.g., soy protein,
polypeptone, or gelatine derivatives, are considered to form stable emulsions with volatiles
compounds [156,157].

Brian D. et al., conducted some experiments on diacetyl substitutes 2,3-heptanedione
and 2,3-hexanedione. On the contrary, aldehydes seem to be omnipresent in food produc-
tion, and almost in every sample acetaldehyde was detected and classified as a possible
human carcinogen [152].

9. Summary and Future Perspectives

In this review, we have summarized the properties of ZnO-NPs, including their chem-
ical and green synthesis, characterizations, antimicrobial activity, benefits, and risks, as
well as their applications in the food industry and agricultural values. ZnO-NPs exhibit
good antimicrobial properties against foodborne pathogens and are a promising substitute
for antibiotics. The aim of this review is to provide a succinct reference for researchers
interested in the antibacterial activities and functional applications of ZnO-NPs, and con-
sidering the nanotechnological principles that are associated with the noble and hazardous
properties of ZnO-NPs.

Furthermore, the incorporation of ZnO-NPs into biodegradable polymeric matrices
could enhance material performance, including mechanical, thermal, and barrier properties.
However, further research is necessary to determine the potential hazardous effects of ZnO-
NPs and assess their impact on consumers. Additionally, there are challenges associated
with exploring the broader applications of ZnO-NPs in the food industry with alternative
emerging technologies.
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